




























































attention. It is in the back of the mag
azine. Titled, "How to Create an 
Unmistakable Voice," it explores the 
author's craft and the importance of 
writing about what you know. 

The article profiles S.E. Hinton, the 
anthor of the book The Outsiders. The 
book, my friend learns from this arti
cle, is an account of a fourteen year old 
boy and his violent lifestyle. He is an 
orphan, living in an adultless world 
with two older brothers. "The article," 
my friend later told me, "is so sense
less and cruel!" She read to me: 
"Through Ponyboy's eyes .... [the 
author] shows us rumblings, a fatal 

·fire, and the pointless deaths of three 
young people .... "7 She paused. "This 
magazine has been in my daughter's 
book-bag over two weeks!" 

Rabbi Hirsch cries out in his writing, 
"You should keep your children's edu
cation ffom degenerating into.a repre
hensible game, a paltry illusion ... " 

Wl1at is this ga1ne, this illusion?8 
Rabbi Hirsch records in his essays 

on Jewish education the contemporary 
issues tearing apart the framework of 
the late 19'" century Torah world. 
Examples include the influence of the 
Reform movement, the materialistic 
values of society the Jews had incul
cated, and finally, the relationship 
between the Jews and their non-Jew
ish contemporaries. He also describes 
the movement away from the shtetl and 
into the world at large. 

THE GHETTO VS. THE MARKETPLACE 

I
n eloquent language, Rabbi Hirsch 
talks about the early history of the 
ghetto, and restrictions and lack of 

opportunity to mingle with the non
Jewish world. He beautifully depicts the 
life of the shtetl Jew of past centuries, 
whose entire physical environment was 
confined to a tiny, restricted neighbor
hood: " ... there was within the souls of 
Jewish men and wonien a horizon far 
broader than the small strips of sky visi
ble from the alleys in which the Jews were 
confined. In their hearts there shone a light 
of truth and clarity, a sun of peace and 
serenity that not even the oppressive dark-
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immorality and materialism. ness of their dwellings and the even dark
er realities outside could obscure."9 

The result, he explains, is: " .... In the 
ghetto, it was possible to transmit the Jew
ish heritage by the mere power of personal 
upbringing. But in the marketplace of the 
modern world, Judaism can be preserved 
only by the power of the mind ... . "10 

What is this "marketplace'" 1 Rabbi 
Hirsch observes in the late 19th centu
ry? Unsurprisingly, it is the same set of 
adversarial conditions that challenge all 
of us today. These include a majority 
society favoring free-for-all lifestyles, 

When we choose to mine the depths 
of this material world, searching for 
those elements which will provide opti
mum comfort, what do we generally 
find? Our labors result in a barren 
lifestyle, one that lacks vitality and pur
pose. Our children slide from one 
desire to another. 

Is this the sum total of our existence? 
Rabbi Hirsch demands. He describes 
children running about jubilantly. "We 
have no religion today. Teacher has a 
headache!"12 They shout happily to one 
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another when their afternoon religious 
studies teacher cancels. "We have no reli
gion today," Rabbi Hirsch repeats and 
then adds, "These words still echo sadly 
in nty heart .... "' 

"The word of Hashem is a rich wheat 
field, intended to nourish both heart and 
mind .... But when children are educat
ed to only service the wants and needs of 
the greater society, at the expense of Torah 
studies ... we may stimulate (our chil-
dren) ... excite them, perhaps even intox-
icate them for a few moments, but in the 
final analysis will only leave them weak
er and even more tired than before .. .. "13 

A child cannot separate the contents 
of what she reads from reality. Indeed, 
what she absorbs from reading becomes 
part of her understanding of reality. To 
a large extent, her knowledge of the 
world rests upon what she acquires from 

her reading material. The more the 
material reflects the society at large, the 
more comfortable the reader becomes 
with the identifying attributes of that 
society. 

This is a deep, subconscious process 
and one that influences how she relates 
to the world around her, including her 
knowledge of Torah Judaism. From the 
article, listen to S. E. Hinton's language 
in describing her character Ponyboy's 
encounter with a group of thugs and 
imagine how a young reader will relate 
these words to her own experiences 
while waiting for the schoolbus in the 
morning and traveling to school on that 
bus: "Flipped, backing up, pinned, fought, 
slugged - Ponyboy uses forceful verbs to 
describe the violence of his daily life ... 
[his] voice consists of not only of what he 
says and how he says it: It's also his way 
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of thinking about his world. Hinton shows 
that Ponyboy doesn't question the aimless, 
sometimes violent life of his gang."" 

The vision of violence which is 
accepted in this magazine filters through 
all its contents. There is not one article 
that can be considered parve. All mate
rial is laden with references and exam
ples cnlled from the teen-age culture of 
violence, sensationalism and gross 
materialism. 

ENGAGING THE READER'S 
ATTENTION ... AND WALLET 

W
riters and editors skillfully 
employ devices to engage and 
captivate the reader's atten

tion. Their aim is to sell their products 
to young, unsuspecting children. 
Hymowitz quotes Carol Herman, a 
senior vice president of Grey Advertis
ing: "You've got to reach the kids through
out the day - in school, as they're shop
ping at the mall ... you've got to become 
part of the fabric of their lives."" 

This is a drive to turn children into 
savvy consumers who are well educat
ed in product lines and anxious to pro
cnre the items. Imbedded in stories and 
articles are dollar signs. When the last 
word is read and the magazine is tucked 
out of sight in the bookbag, the craving 
for the frnits of these writers' crafts, all 
available for a price, remain in the read
er's mind. They are planted and take 
hold permanently in the rich, fertile bed 
of thoughts a child cultivates. 

"Out of the mouths of children and 
sucklings have you fashioned an invinci
ble power ... . "16 

Rabbi Hirsch comments on this 
pasuk from David Hamelech: "G-d 
wishes to have His throne among men 
built from the thoughts, emotions and 
words of our children ... " Rabbi Hirsch 
lashes against a "fairy-tale world" of fab
rication and witchcraft which confus
es a child and prevents her from "com
prehending the true connection 
between things .... "17 He argues against 
exposing children to secular philoso
phies which only serve to "subject ... 
[a] ... child's mind to metaphysical 
torture."18 
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WHEN THE REIS DIN DOESN'T 
ENFORCE ITS DECISION 

To the Editor: 
1'he topic as stated on your Iyar cover 

"Solving the Aguna Problem - Myth & 
Reality;' by Rabbi Yehuda Leib Lewis, is 
misleading to your readers. There is no 
current halachic solution to the aguna 
problem as the author himself concludes. 

Am I to understand that the author 
writes that batei din are admittedly use
less and powerless and therefore inef
fective in resolving cases where the 
recalcitrant husband chooses to be m'a
gain his wife? The beis din can achieve 
nothing unless all parties involved accept 
its authority unquestionably. 

I have been reading and re-reading 
the article and have come to the fol
lowing conclusion, and I come to you to 
either confirm my conclusion or explain 
why it is incorrect. For 8 pages the author 
writes and offers no practical solution for 
an aguna. lt would seem that the author 
in his article is more concerned with 
defending the kavod of the rabbanim 
rather than tackling the far more serious 
problem of halachic abuse leading to the 
tragedy of agunos. 

When the beis din recognizes that a 
recalcitrant husband refuses to carry out 
its psak, why should it not permit the 
aguna to have the psak enforced in a sec
ular court? 

My daughter is the victim of such an 
abusive situation. A beis din being flout
ed and the Rosh Yeshiva of his kollel refus
es to exert any moral or financial pres
sure to enforce the halachic psak din. 
Such apathy is not only a chillu/ Hashem, 
it is the cause of much antagonism 
against our gedolim and the mosdos 
ha Torah. How can we decry those who 
attack halacha and batei din if leaders 
encourage even bnei Torah to ignore their 
halachic obligations? 

NAME WITHHELD BY REQUEST 

THE AUTHOR RESPONDS: 

I have no wish to appear unsympa
thetic to Mrs. X's anguish, still less to 
seem apathetic to her daughter's tragedy. 
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Nevertheless her letter illustrates dra
matically the dangers of commenting on 
specific cases and the gravity of the 
Torah's requirement to listen to both 
sides. Knowing no more than she shares 
with us, readers face the impossibility of 
choosing between the following con
clusions: 1) Mrs. X (presumably a reli
gious lady of good standing) is not telling 
the truth, or at least not the whole truth; 
or (2) her son-in-law's Roshei Yeshiva 
(presumably senior talmidei chachamim 
of repute) are indifferent to her daugh
ter's plight and to their religious oblig
ation to listen to decisions of a beis din; 
or (3) the beis din (again presumably 
composed of talmidei chachamim of 
repute) has erred so egregiously as to jus
tify the Roshei Yeshivas' ignoring the psak 
din. I hope JO readers will join me in 
declining to draw any conclusion about 
what must be a tragic (and probably a 
complicated) case. 

As the title of my piece indicated, my 
main purpose was to examine the myth 
and reality of "solutions" to the aguna 
problem. I certainly need not apologize if 
in doing so I defended (albeit inade
quately) the kavod of halacha in general 
and poskei halacha in particular against the 
unjustified attacks to which they have fall
en victim recently. Contrary to Mrs. X's 
assertion, my article considered a num
ber of measures, specific or general, from 
"Naming and Shaming" to PNAs aimed 
at ameliorating the aguna's plight. 

I hesitate to respond to Rabbi 
Aurnan's remarks about "certain batei 
din;' not least because they refer to a 
specifically American phenomenon. 
European batei din are generally respect
ed. It would seem that this is a symptom 
of a wider 1nalaise in American Jewry
namely the dearth of organized kehillos, 
responsible for the totality of their 
members' religious needs from the cra
dle to the grave, headed by a Rav (and 
his beis din). Indeed one reader wrote 
directly to me arguing that the social 
cohesion of the old style kehi//osreduces 
the likelihood of aguna problems. I wish 
he were right. 

In spite of Rabbi Auman's flattering 
but improbable suggestion that my 
article may influence the outcome of the 

PNA debate, l cannot deny that I har
bor reservations. He asks, '(What harm 
could come from advocating the use of 
PNAs on a large scale?" 

There are broadly three answers: 
I) So long as there is insufficient con

sensus as to exactly where the boundaries 
between coercion and legitimate encour
agement lie in PNAs there is risk as to 
the validity of gittin given in their shad
ow. Even the great Rabbanim Rabbi 
Auman mentions, whilst far from hos
tile to PNAs, have neither granted a blan
ket approbation nor gone out to promote 
their use. It is significant that neither they 
nor their numerous pupils insist on a 
PNA as a condition for their officiating 
at weddings. 

2) It is far from certain how far the 
courts will be prepared to enforce the 
terms of PNAs. If, as some fear, they 
decline to enforce them, the entire exer
cise will turn out to have been a tooth
less tiger. This is what I meant when I 
wrote that it is probably too soon to 
judge their efficacy. 

I am not sure what Rabbi Auman 
means when he describes PNAs as "dra
matically effective:' If he means that the 
fact that the couple signed something 
generates some moral pressure later, then 
something simpler and innovative 
would surely suffice - such as the chas
san signing to the kesuba, a minhag in 
several communities (Nachlas Shiva Cb. 
12). 

3) The PNA has been widely trum
petted as the panacea for aguna prob
lems. In reality, there is little evidence or 
likelihood that it is. To claim otherwise 
is to invite the agunos and the public at 
large to imagine that there are simple pat 
solutions to the aguna problem and that 
those who voice reservations do not care. 
Neither is true. We have no business 
encouraging people to believe untruths. 
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